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thank you for your answer. i have received a password for the site but i am still unable to download. when i choose the nihongo so matome books, then it says: the file you
want to download does not exist. i bought nihongo library and the nihongo so matome seri from ask publishing. this is a great resource for those aiming to pass the test and
i plan to buy more textbooks. i'm already using nihongo library and they're great. i appreciate that it's clear to understand and the fact that you can watch animations in the
kanji section. i believe, because of these reasons, i'll be able to memorize a lot of kanji. if you're willing to provide more books and materials, i believe it's great. thank you
so much! i just purchased ask publishing's kanji n5 book. this looks like a cool resource that i can get from most locations for around $100. i've already memorized a few
kanji that i know will be useful to me, but it looks like there is a lot in there so i may need to review it. i really appreciate that you're providing these nihongo books, even

free, because i can use them from a bookstore in town. and you're not asking for donations or anything, but it would be great if you could make these books available for as
cheap as possible. first of all, thanks for your great work! i used some of your n5 books and they have helped me greatly. the animation and constant reviewing have made
the lessons easy to follow. i'd love if i can get a good starting point to work from. maybe $50 for the various nihongo books would be a good price if the content is top notch.

thanks again!
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you said that you buy books
because of money. thats right.

minna no nihongo is not
expensive. but it is not that

expensive compared to other
materials. it is cheaper than other

materials but not expensive. i
bought other materials after

reading minna no nihongo and i
can say that minna no nihongo is

the best. i will buy your best
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materials. i am a very busy
person but i will try to make
minna no nihongo my best

material. i want to take a step
ahead and i want to be a good
japanese learner. thats why i

chose minna no nihongo as my
best materials. get it now and see

it working. megatypers is a
software that can help you get

good at typing. you can use it to
make money online. the online
typing jobs with its good typing
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speed and free time. you can try it
and see how it works. it is not like
other typing software. there is a
copy of the files to download. if
you are not satisfied, you can

return it for a full refund. the last
book i want to mention is the one

i am writing right now. it is the
nihongo so matome book. i am
going to write the entire book in

japanese. it will only be in
japanese. you can download it as
a pdf file and read it as you want
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to. there is no need to type
anything. i will write the entire

book in japanese. after all, i am a
native japanese speaker. i am
writing this book for beginners.

thanks for your comment. i
appreciate it. i am sorry i cant

reply to each individual comment
as i will have to prioritize some

things. nihongo so matome is not
the best, but it is one of the best.

anyway, you will need to buy
other books if you want to
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improve your kanji
comprehension. i recommend you

prepare for the jlpt n5 from
nihongo so matome and nihongo

so matome, because they are
much more efficient than minna

no nihongo. 5ec8ef588b
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